


THOUGHT OF THE DAY



STUDENT’S CORNER



WORD OF THE DAY

DISQUIET
(NOUN): (बेचैनी): unease

Synonyms: uneasiness, worry

Antonyms: calm

Example Sentence:

There is disquiet in public about

elections.



WORD OF THE DAY 

IMAGE



ERROR DETECTION(Q21 TO Q25)



21. India has a high incidence of non-

communicable (1)/ diseases, especially

diabetes, (2)/ and it is mostly because

(3)/ it is poor regulated. (4)/ No Error (5)

Answer: 4)

Explanation: Replace 

“poor” with “poorly”



22. India has decided to boycott

the 19th summit (1)/ of the South

Asian Association for (2)/ Regional

Cooperation (3)/ schedule to take

place in Islamabad. (4)/ No Error

(5)

Answer: 4)

Explanation: Replace 

“schedule” with 

“scheduled”



23. a) He always said “success was

something to be celebrated, / (b)

but he also believed that failure is

something /(c) that you must

concentrate all / (d) your energies

on resolving”. / (e) No error

Answer: a)

Explanation: Replace

“was” with “is”



24. Private schools who (1)/violated

the closure guidance(2)/ were

warned of (3)/ stringent

action.(4)/no error(5)

Answer: 1)

Explanation: Replace “who‟

with “which‟



25. We current have a collection (1) /of

books and latest issue of (2)/

various magazines (3)/in the reading

room.(4)/ no error(5)

Answer: c)

Explanation: Replace “current” with 

“currently”



PHRASE REPLACEMENT (Q26 TO Q30)



26. Banks continue deny loan to low-

income groups, insisting on sticking to a

standard EMI route even though they

are dealing with a complex social issue.

A. Banks continue denying loans for

B. Banks continue deny loan to

C. Banks continue denying loans to

D. Banks continue denying loan to

E. No correction Required
Answer: C. Banks 

continue denying 

loans to



27. Their argument is that the policy

emphasis in madrasas further

marginalises Muslims.

A. is that the policy emphasis on

B. is that the policy so emphasis on

C. are that the policy emphasis on

D. is that the policy emphasis to

E. No correction Required

Answer: A.  is that the policy 

emphasis on



28. The assumption that we could

see our culture, social, political and

economic needs in the same light is

wrong.

A. that we can see our cultural

B. that we could see our cultural

C. that we would see our cultural

D. that we could have seen our

cultural

E. No correction RequiredAnswer: A. that we can see 

our cultural



29. The formulation of the question

makes it clears that the issues are

not whether technology should be

used but how it should be used.

A. it clear that is the issue of

B. it clear that the issues are

C. it clears that of the issue is

D. it clear that the issue is

E. No correction Required

Answer: D. it clear that the issue 

is



30. He was unconscious and we

rushed him to a government hospital

but staff there refused to treat him as

his condition was critically and his

identity would unknown.

01. Critical and their identity unknown

02. Critical and his identity was

unknown

03. Critically and her identity can

unknown

04. Critical but his identity be

unknown

Answer: 2)

‘Critical’ means ‘serious’- in 

the sentence.



FILL IN THE BLANKS (Q31 TO Q35)

In each of the following sentences there 

are two blank spaces. Below each five 

pairs of words have been denoted by 

numbers (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5). Find 

out which pair of words can be filled up 

in the blanks in the sentences in the 

same sequence to make the sentence 

meaningfully complete.



31. She ————to show her brother

how people——suicide by hanging.

01. found, did

02. tried , commit

03. demonstrated, drove

04. want, concluded

05. desiring, quell
Solution- 02 tried, 

commit

demonstrated- showed

concluded- derived 

conclusion

quell- suppress



32. His health is —————and he is 

not in a ———to walk.

01. fine , positions

02. improve ,  extent

03. mastering , able

04. progress,  clarity

05. deteriorating,  position

ANS-5 deteriorating,  

position



33. It is ————time that we took 

action ————corruption. 

01. proper , for

02. right , minus

03. high ,  against

04. appropriate , behind

05. fixed , on

ANS-3

high ,  against



34. The government said that money

laundering was no —----restricted to

the geo-political——————.

01. matter , nations

02. yet , matters

03. where , issues

04. longer, boundaries

05. other , ministersANS-4

longer, 

boundaries



35. His father ——————for help in 

speeding up the process of————— his 

son’s body to India. 

01. appealed , returning

02. asked , got 

03. proposed , transfer

04. beg , discriminating

05. condemn ,  projecting

1) appealed , returning

proposed- put forward

discriminating- pointing 

out differences

condemn- reject

projecting- showing



WORD REPLACEMENT (Q36 TO Q40)



36.The Health Index 2019 released by NITI

Aayog WELLBEING(A) the important point

that some States and Union Territories are

doing better on health and MAKES(B) even

with a lower economic PERFORMANCE(C),

while others are not improving upon high

standards. Some are actually slipping in their

OUTPUT(D).

1.A-B

2.C-D

3.A-C and B-D

4.A-B and C-D

5.None of these

Option 4

The Health Index 2019 released by

NITI Aayog makes the important

point that some States and Union

Territories are doing better on health

and wellbeing even with a lower

economic output, while others are

not improving upon high standards.

Some are actually slipping in their



37. In the RANKING(A) during 2017-18,

a few large States ACCORDED(B) a

dismal picture, reflecting the low

priority their governments have

PRESENT(C) to health and human

development since the Aayog

produced its first ASSESSMENT(D)

for 2015-16.

1.A-B and C-D

2.B-C

3.A-D and B-C

4.A-D

5.None of these

Option -3

In the assessment during

2017-18, a few large States

present a dismal picture,

reflecting the low priority their

governments have accorded

to health and human

development since the Aayog

produced its first ranking for



38. Populous and politically NATIONAL(A)

Uttar Pradesh brings up the rear on the

overall Health PROGRESS(B) with a low

score of 28.61, while the IMPORTANT(C)

leader, Kerala, has scored 74.01. Andhra

Pradesh and Maharashtra join Kerala as

the other top performers, with the

additional distinction of making incremental

INDEX(D) from the base year.

1.A-B

2.A-B and C-D

3.A-D and B-C

4.A-C

5.None of these

Correct Answer 5 is A-C and B-D.

Populous and politically important Uttar

Pradesh brings up the rear on the

overall Health Index with a low score of

28.61, while the national leader,

Kerala, has scored 74.01. Andhra

Pradesh and Maharashtra join Kerala

as the other top performers, with the



39. The NITI Aayog Index is a

COMPOSITE(A) based on 23

INDICATORS(B), covering such

ASPECTS(C) as neonatal and infant

mortality rates, fertility rate, low birth

weight, immunization

COVERAGE(D) and progress in

treating tuberculosis and HIV.

1.A-B

2.B-C

3.C-D

4.No replacement required

5.None of these

Answer: 4)



40. For a SOBERING (A) State like

Tamil Nadu, the order of merit in

the REPORT (B) should serve as

a LEADING (C) reminder to stop

resting on its OARS(D).

1.A-C

2.A-C and B-D

3.B-D

4.No replacement required

5.None of these

Option 1

For a leading State like

Tamil Nadu, the order

of merit in the report

should serve as a

sobering reminder to

stop resting on its oars








